Hilbert’s paradox of the Grand Hotel is a mathematical veridical paradox (a true result that is strongly counter-intuitive) about infinite sets presented by German mathematician David Hilbert (1862–1943).
INTERIOR DESIGN / residential
Paulinska Street, Krakow, Poland
TYPE: apartment
SERVICE: interior & furniture design
AREA: 133 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Viola Mazurek, Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: private

INTERIOR DESIGN / residential
Pychowicka Street, Krakow, Poland
TYPE: penthouse
SERVICE: interior & furniture design
AREA: 140 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Viola Mazurek, Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: private
LOOK UP was created by four young graduates of The Jazz Department of The Academy of Music in Katowice. Łukasz Lechowski is the leader, Dorota Zającło plays the keyboards, Konrad Basiuk plays the bass and Przemek Smaczyń plays the drums. The musicians have played with many Polish jazz stars (for example with Urszula Dudziak, Natalia Niemen, Janusz Muniak, Jaroslaw Smetana). The visualizations were designed by Agnieszka Szóstakowska — a doctoral student at the Academy of Art in Cracow. LOOK UP plays ‘for people but not to the gallery’.

Łukasz Lechowski — guitar, violin, keyboards, samples, loops
Dorota Zającło — piano, keyboards
Konrad Basiuk — bass
Przemysław Smaczyń — drums
Agnieszka Szóstakowska — stage design.

**STAGE DESIGN / MULTIMEDIA CONTENT**

Look Up ‘Hello’

DESIGN: Aga Szóstakowska
DIRECTED BY: Rafal Zgud, Aga Szóstakowska
PRODUCED BY: Look UP, Aga Szóstakowska

Interactive set design and improvised music.
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIES
Towarzystwo Lekarskie, Krakow, PL
DESIGN: Stanislaw Wyspianski
TYPE: design detail studies
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Druid Park Lake Drive, Baltimore MD
TYPE: concept design / mixed-use
SERVICE: architectural concept design package
AREA: ~530,000 SF
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: MROCC

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Shrine
TYPE: small architectural form
DESIGN: Aga Szostakowska
INTERIOR DESIGN / commercial
AKTYN Business Center, Warsaw, Poland
TYPE: office building, hall area
SERVICE: interior design
AREA: 300 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Viola Wizorek, Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: URM Polska

INTERIOR DESIGN / office
KPN Architects, Baltimore, MD
TYPE: office space
SERVICE: interior design
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska, Jacob Panikar
CLIENT: KPN Architects
SHORT FILM
A Sense of Water
Connie Imboden
DESIGN: Aga Szostakowska
DIRECTED BY: Aga Szostakowska
PRODUCED BY: Robbye Apperson

MUSIC VIDEO
Wave
DESIGN: Aga Szostakowska
DIRECTED BY: Rafał Zgud
PRODUCED BY: Look Up, Aga Szostakowska
INTERIOR DESIGN / commercial
Jazz Club 'Piątawka', Bielsko Biała, Poland
TYPE: music club
SERVICE: interior design
AREA: 550 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska, APA Architekci
CLIENT: Stowarzyszenie Sonata

INTERIOR DESIGN / residential
Krasinskiego Street, Bielsko - Biała, Poland
TYPE: loft
SERVICE: interior & furniture design
AREA: 120 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: private
EXHIBITION DESIGN
Art Deco in Poland, Stalowa Wola, PL
TYPE: multimedia exhibition design
SERVICE: concept design package
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szołtakowska, Viola Mazurek
CLIENT: Muzeum Stalowa Wola

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
St. Johnland, NJ
TYPE: residential complex
SERVICE: architectural design
DESIGN TEAM: KPN Architects
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Pavilion, Restaurant, Krakow, PL
AREA: 500 SQM
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Thu Wind, Research Center, Krakow, PL
AREA: 5000 SQM
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN / restoration
Historic Abell House, Baltimore MD
TYPE: architectural development / restoration
SERVICE: concept design package
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: SNAC

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN / retail
Parkway Mall, Baltimore MD
TYPE: architectural development / restoration
SERVICE: concept design package
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: New Parklane CDC
INTERIOR DESIGN / commercial
AKTYN Business Center, Warsaw, Poland
TYPE: office building, hall area
SERVICE: interior design
AREA: 300 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Viola Mazurek, Aga Szostakowska
CLIENT: UBM Polska

INTERIOR DESIGN / commercial
Japanese restaurant
TYPE: commercial
SERVICE: interior & furniture design
AREA: 300 m²
DESIGN TEAM: Aga Szostakowska